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Free Essay: Conflict 1 Organizational Conflict: The three views in order to resolve conflict, problems must be identified,
causes must be.

The success of the influence method chosen differs depending on the quantity of opposition likely to be meet,
how customary it is to utilize that tactic in that circumstance, the probability that the tactic will alter the
target's outlook, and the ability with which the method is used. At the same time that these proceedings are
creating occasions for some, they are costing a lot of others their jobs. Organizational conflict occurs mostly
due to structural conflict, hierarchical conflict, functional conflict, line and staff conflict, and formal and
informal conflict. Conflict is an inevitable part of a hospitality organizational life since hospitality. In this
paper we tried to analyze the connection between these two important aspects of leadership. The most
effectual political behaviors have been established to be balanced influence, inspiring appeal, and discussion. I
will reflect on communication and team working, evaluate conflict and conflict management. Intergroup
conflict may help generate creative tensions leading to more effective contributions to the organization's goals
, such as competition between sales districts for the highest sales. Intra-individual conflict arises due to
frustration and frustration arises due to incompatibility between the perceived goals and the actual
achievements. Political behavior can be viewed as unofficial and outside conventional channels of power.
Conflict can be detrimental or beneficial to the organization. The political player observes who works together
and who lunches together in order to figure out the associations at work, then listens to what they talk about in
order to figure out what is important to them and what they like. Sin is present and influences everyday life.
Therefore, it should be eliminated by all means. Organizational conflict occurs, as actors engage in activities
that are incompatible with those of colleagues within their network, members of other organizations, or
unaffiliated individuals who utilize the services or products of the organization Rahim,  Another option is the
introduction of the Ombudsman figure at the organizational level, charged with surveying common causes of
conflict and suggesting structural improvements to address them. Understanding power, politics and conflict is
consequently critical to managerial achievement and continued existence in today's business world. Politics
Organizational politics is the procedure of one person putting forth power over another. Understandable, the
avoidance of conflict is glamorous, however learning how to handle the conflicts can make them seem less
bothersome. Political behavior can be utilized to influence decisions, reach limited resources and earn the
support of people that are outside direct power. It presents the various views and definitions on conflict types
of conflict. People in authority build organizational structure , expand policies and set up information systems
that at the same time maintain their power basis Organizational Leadership Managing Conflict, Power and
Politics,  Introduction Whether conflict within an organization is viewed as desirable or not, the fact is that
conflict exists and is endemic. Managing conflict is a difficult task that we all face during our life time, but
becoming aware of your own characteristic style could help determine why conflicts result exactly the way
they do. This could be seen as less risky than asking one's manager for help. Body Power Power is the
capability to pressure the approaches or actions of others. Related Articles:. To analyse inter-personal conflict
we make use of the Johari Window. Conflict, an inevitable part of life, pertains to the opposing ideas and
actions of different entities. Since conflict is inevitable, its elimination is not possible. In addition, to remain
current on all assignments and posting. The costs of conflict are well-documented - high turnover, grievances
and lawsuits, absenteeism, divorce, dysfunctional families, prejudice, fear. Supervisors of some work units are
reliant on other units. When both parties' concern are very important to the individual, collaborating will
generate the best solution. Throughout history most major companies, like Bank of America, have changed
their views on how they treated their employees to create an efficient work group. Identify the available
conflict management strategies and their strengths and weaknesses.


